### A&P and Microbiology
- Lisa Irwin's reserves
- A Brief Atlas of the Human Body
- Diseases of the Human Body
- Emerging Infectious Diseases
- Microbiology
- Netter's Atlas of the Human Body
- Professional Guide to Diseases
- Secret Agents
- Seeley's Principles of Anatomy & Physiology
- Seeley's Principles of Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual
- Six Modern Plagues
- The A to Z of Infectious Diseases

### Environmental Science/Biology
- Joe Claflin's Reserves
- A Sand County Almanac
- Crimes Against Nature
- Earth in the Balance
- Our Stolen Future
- Silent Spring
- The Sixth Extinction

### Arkansas History
- Dr. Marvin Schultz's reserves
- A Painted House
- A Remembrance of Eden
- Arkansas – A Narrative History 2002
- Arkansas – A Narrative History – second edition - new
- Arkansas and the New South
- Arkansas, 1800-1860 - Remote and Restless

### Civilization through the Sixteenth Century
- Dr. Marvin Schultz's reserves
- 12 Greeks & Romans
- The Black Death – Gottfried
- Timeline

### Civilization since the Sixteenth Century
- Dr. Marvin Schultz's reserves
- All Quiet on the Western Front
- Civilization through the 16th Century 1998
- Sweetness and Power
- The Social History of the Machine Gun

### U. S. History since 1865
- Dr. Marvin Schultz's reserves
- Isaac's Storm
- Retrieving the American Past
- Sport in Industrial America: 1850-1920
- Starship Troopers
- The Strange Career of Jim Crow